In this paper, we proposed the novel integration method for AHP based on multidimensional scaling analysis which enable us to know the multidimensional stretch of the data. Conventional method considers consistency of them in one-dimention. Multidimensionally suitable weights for the data integration are calculated by the similarity matrix derived from the pairwise comparison matrix. We presents several experimental results to compare the characteristic features of the method and research confirming the efficacy. 
Intoroduction
We summarize information in several daily situations. Information givers are family and friends in personal life, are colleagues, bosses, team members in business life. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [1] is a structured technique for organizing decisions from matrices for pairwise comparison made by information givers. People of all types and backgrounds have different dispositions, and there are more or less discrepancies between them, which become problems. Thus, AHP is an important topic of research for a long time. There are not a few studies related to AHP [4, 5, 6, 7] . In this paper, we propose a novel method to investigate multidimensional assessments of informations and reflect them in the summarization.
Pairwise comparison is to compare two attributes (objects) at a time and give a preference ratio between them (ratio w i /w j indicates how much attribute i is preferred to relative to attribute j). Generalized alternative proposals from informations are given as solutions of eigenvalue problem (in AHP) or linear programming (in interval AHP [2, 3] ) of the matrices.
However, the related works point the criticisms involve a phenomenon called rank reversal. In addition, information givers are not always honest and precise. They don't necessarily or evenly have enough knowledge and information about the attributes especially in questionary investigations. Therefore, Entani introduced the influence rate from the individuals to the group, which must be suitably computed and setted as the situation demands.
Although consistent comments givers are stressed in conventionally-proposed methods, if he was a honest, there is no guarantee that he will give consistent comments. He may make a decision from several (multidimensional) points of view. Actually, questionnaires from the dishonest like with missing data have a far greater impact on information integration than honest comments. The reason for this is that missing data is replaced by the tentative appropriately given according to the other data. Replaced data is logically and spatially consistent with other data and regarded as important. We cannot simply respond to it by a way like introducing penalty of the missing data. It is a problem that demands a solution.
Clinical psychologically speaking, all-or-nothing thinking (splitting) , magnification, minimization, and overgeneralization are probably the most common mistakes we make in our automatic thinking on tendency toward depression. These cognitive distortions are thoughts that are exaggerated and irrational in cognitive psychology, rational-emotive therapy, and so on. In other words, these are over information compression and "one dimentional thinking" caused by stress on cognitive processes, which will cause mistakes on influence rate calculation of information integration.
In this paper, we evaluate matrices for pairwise comparison from their multidimensional stretch based on multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS). MDS is a well-known statistical techniques used in information visualization for exploring similarities or dissimilarities in data. Distance matrix between objects is newly defined depending on matrix for pairwise comparison. Multidimensionality of the matrix is applied to the weight of the member in order to evaluate "honest and knowledgeable" comments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly reviews AHP and interval AHP. Section III considers multidimensionality of the matrix and weight computation method. Section IV presents several experimental results to compare the characteristic features of the method. Section V summarizes the conclusions of this paper.
AHP
AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) was the group decision making technique developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the 1970s and has been studied and refined. It is used in the every case where quantifying decisions is difficult, in such as government, business, industry, healthcare, and education.
Matrix for Pairwise Comparison
Pairwise comparison is comparing entities in pairs to judge which of each entity is preferred in AHP process. A decision agent only judge the pairs, where there is no need for him to consider the overall trend and aspects of entities.
The agent compares entity i and entity j in n entities to judge a i j pairwise comparison. Generally, scale values are in 1/9,1/7, ,1,3, 7,9 . Also, even numbers such as 1/8 and 6 are utilized as scales for more detailed investigation.
Pairwise comparisons satisfy the following conditions.
Thus, the agent do nothing more than judge only n(n − 1)/2 pairs. And also, interval pairwise comparisons like [a i j , a i j ] are able to be utilized as scale values in an ambiguous situation.
If the pairwise comparisons totally have inconsistency, the following equation isn't always satisfied.
Therefore, the consistency index CI of pairwise comparison matrix A is defined as
where λ is maximum eigenvalue of the pairwise comparison matrix A. If the consistency index satisfies CI ≤ 0.1(0.15), the matrix is empirically regarded as consistent data. Inconsistent data should be reviewed from the problem of the comparisons.
Evaluation
AHP is divided into three steps of procedures, stratifing problems, giving pairwise comparison matrix and comparing final evaluation value. Pairwise comparison values are extended to interval values in Interval AHP because of quantifying indefinite answer from the information giver.
Stratifing Problems
At first, we divide a problem into three elements, goal, valuation bases and alternatives, and stratify each elements. The example of stratification, when the number of valuation basis is N and alternatives is M, is shown in Fig. 1 . 
Calculation Method (AHP)
In the conventional AHP, evaluation values are obtained by eigenvector method as
where λ and ω is maximum eigenvalue and eigenvector of the pairwise comparison matrix,respectively. Solving (5), the eigenvector corresponding to the principal eigenvalue is obtained as evaluation values of each alternative. If the pairwise comparison value is interval value, can't use (5). Therefore, various methods are studies, for example, replaces geometrical mean of upper or lower limit of interval pairwise value.
Calculation Method (Interval AHP)
In the Interval AHP, evaluation values are obtained as follows.
Interval evaluation value of each alternative is normalized according to first and second constraint condition in expression (6) . Additionally, the given pairwise comparison values are included in range of ratio of interval evaluation values according to the third constraint condition. If the given pairwise comparison values are interval values, a i j = [a i j , a i j ], the third constraint condition replaces as follows.
The more small antilogies among pairwise comparison values are, the more narrow width of the interval evaluation value. If the given pairwise comparison matrix satisfy (3) completely, the interval evaluation value satisfys as follows.
That is, the interval evaluation value equals evaluation value given from the expression (5).
Comparing Final Evaluation Value
Comparing obtained final evaluation value, and the alternative which is the biggest value is selected as goal.
Integration Method
Saaty puroposed the method that when information is aggregated all members, the pairwise comparison of the group was given by concerting all members, and by taking geometric mean of eash pairwise comparison values. However, the former requires time to calculate, the latter develops the group decision with much dissatisfaction. Now, the method is supposed that member k who belongs to m person group is given priority weights p k (≥ 0), the aggregated evaluation values are obtained as follows [12] .
In the following paragraph, we explain two methods giving priority weights p k , one is a previous method using the authenticity based on the pairwise comparison matrix and the other is a proposal method using the similarity to compare.
Interval AHP
Intaval evaluation values of each alternative are obtained by solving (6) , and antilogy which is included ndegree pairwise comparison matrix is defined as follows.
We suppose that there is negative correlation between Authenticity RI, information credibility given by information giver, and antilogy UI. Authenticity RI is defined as follows.
In addition, various definitions of authenticity are studied [13] . Now, we suppose the number of member is m. Authenticity of each member RI k is nomalized for all members, and member k's influence rate p k is represented as
Proposed Technique Based on MDS
In this research, first, we change a n-degree pairwise comparison matrix in a group of k persons to a similarity matrix for MDS. Next, we adjust a minimal eigenvalue of the similarity matrix to 0 (See 2.4 section) and calculate an eigenvalue. Its eigenvalue is
where λ means how entensive spaces of each evaluation values. We make a proposal of two methods. One is the method using a diffference calculated eigenvalues and a minimal eigenvalue λ min except 0. The other is the method using a contributing rate.
Similarity Matrix
We introduce similarity matrix to scale the multidimensional stretch of the pairwise comparison matrix. Similarity e i j between entity i and entity j is given in n entities. Bigger similarity e i j correspond to stronger similarity between entity i and entity j, and smaller one correspond to weaker similarity. It leads e i j = e ji , therefore the similarity matrix E is a symmetric matrix.
Following matrix E is the similarity matrix defined by the similarities.
and similarity e ii (diagonal element) is defined as follow:
Eigenvalues in the Similarity Matrix. Concerning the similarity matrixE, if all degrees of similarity e i j ≤ 0, all eigenvalues are non-negative numbers. Namely, if e i j is mixed by positive and negative numbers, we can transform all eigenvalues in the similarity matrixE into non-negative numbers through translating with
Then, Only eigenvalues is changed and eigenvectors isn't changed between before and after the transformation [11] .
By Remainder (Proposed Method 1)
We calculate λ * with
λ * become a new barometer based on eigenvalues. The number of considering eigenvalues is i and influence I is defined as
Influence of each menbers I k is nomalized for all members(m) and a member k's influence rate p k is represented as
By Contributing Rate (Proposed Method 2)
We gain a contributing rate r through dividing each eigenvalues by a total of eigenvalue. The contributing rate r is
We use the contributing rate r and we caluculate Influence of each personsI b with
where we can transform a dimension of a considering spaces of evaluation values with changing parameters (21)
Numerical Experiments
In these experiments, we prepare forth-degree pairwise comparison matrix and experiment with the use of previous method and proposal method. Then, evaluation valuesω i which calculated by pairwise comparison matrixes A k and the expression (6 ) are shown by Table1. 
Conventional Influence Rates
First, we calculated influence rates with the use of the previous method. We calculated antilogies UI k , authenticities RI k and influence rates p k of each members of group with the use of the expression (9), (10) and (11).
In the result, We gained Table 2 . 
Proposed Influence Rates
Next, we calculated influence rates with the use of the proposed method. We changed pairwise comparison matrixes of Table 1 to similarity matrixes E k . The degree of similarity e i j is calculated with a following expression.
If a i j ≥ 1,
If a i j < 1, we used
a max of the expression (22) and (23) shows a maximum component in the pairwise comparison matrix A k . In the experiment, we viewed 6 which is the A k component of A 2 to be a max . Then, The degree of similarity e i j fulfilled −1 ≤ e i j ≤ 1. And, a i j and e i j corresponded to Table 3 .
We gained Table 4 after changing all pairwise comparison matrixes. We adjusted each similarity matrixes so that they become e i j ≤ 0 with the use of the expression (15). In the result, They became E * k of Table 5 . Table 6 shows eigenvalues λcalculated with similarity matrixes of Table 5 . We defined influence with the use of these eigenvalues. Table 7 shows new eigenvalues λ * we gained through calculating eigenvalues of Table 6 with the expression (16). Then, λ min are each λ 3 . Table 8 shows influence and influence rates of each members which is calculated with the use of λ * . Then, the number of considering eigenvalues is 2, which means to consider the consistency in two dimensions. Table 9 shows contributing rates r which is calculated with the use of eigenvalues of k . This means to consider the consistency in two dimensions.
Proposed Method 1
Thus, The higher a contributing rate of a maximum eigenvalue are, the larger p b 1 k is. And, The higher a contributing rate of a second eigenvalue are, the larger p b 2 k is. We put these in one and got Table 10 . 
Integration Results of the Information
We merged evaluation values of Table 1 in response to influence rates calculated with each methods. Tables 11-14 show evaluation values of group with each methods. k on table 10 weigh heavily on member 1, and the others weigh heavily on member 2 and 3. These result indicate that member 1 judges from one point of veiw and member 2, 3 jude from two points of view. MDS provides a measure of the number of dimensions like these.
For instance, if there is a member who compare two attributes from several values like member 2 and 3, comventional method regaerd its matrix as inconsistent opinion and minimize the importance, because opinions made from several points cause less consistency (bad consistency index) in one dimention. However, if the opinion is accurate, its weight should not be underestimated as a pointless knowledge about the problem. Conversely, opinions from one point of view may be suspected of overgeneralization. The comventional method does not handle this case.
In such cases, it will cause adequate results to increase the parameter b 2 in our method. Table 11 -14 shows such an effect. This coordination is reasonable and effective for improving the technique.
On the other hand, it could cause comventional results to increase the parameter b 1 . Matrix consist in one dimentional structure is valued more by it.
Conclusion
We discussed the matrix for pairwise comparison from the view point of their multidimensional stretch of the data based on MDS. Distance matrix between objects is newly defined depending on matrix for pairwise comparison for multidimensional scaling in order to estimate alternative proposals suitably. Several experimental results show that the weight of the member from MDS accomplish the objective.
Originally, matrix for pairwise comparison is designed for decision-making in multidimensional complected problem. Although new parameters should be settled for any purpose in our method, at least, it become possible to put importance on honest comments in such a multidimensional problem. Alternatively comventional method can be also derived by the parameters where one dimentional evaluation axis is considered as the most important and sensible one.
Logical and reasonable parameter determination and comparative study with other AHP approaches remained in future work.
